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The interest in developing bioinspired electric sensors increased after the rising use
of electric fields as image carriers in underwater robots and medical devices using
artificial electroreception (electrotomography and electric catheterism). Electric
images of objects have been most often conceived as the amplitude modulation of the
local electric field on a sensory mosaic, but recent research in electric fish indicates
that the evaluation of time waveform of local stimulus can increase the electrosensory
channels capacities and therefore improve discrimination and recognition of target
objects. This minireview deals with the present importance of developing electric
sensors specifically tuned to the expected carrier waveforms to improve design of
artificial bioinspired agents and diagnosis devices.
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Introduction
Electroreception is a short range sensory modality that uses
electric fields as a carrier of sensory signals. Artificial electric
senses are bioinspired on a sensory modality expressed by aquatic
vertebrates1–3 and honey bees.4 These animals use electroreceptors
to measure electric fields and integrate such information in order to
locate and discriminate actual (passive electroreception5) or virtual
(corresponding to objects’ polarization by a self-generated field, so
called active electroreception6) electric sources. Research on artificial
electroreception was boosted after this modality was implemented in
underwater robots,7 electrotomography and intravascular catheters for
medical and other purposes.8,9 This review focuses on the bioinspiring
potential of research in natural electroreceptors, the present models
that could be artificially implemented and the importance of waveform
sensing receptive mosaics to medical and non-medical devices.
Discussion is organized in three chapters dealing with electroreception
in aquatic animals, natural sensors, bioinspired artificial sensors and
the present models for waveforms sensing artificial sensors. Our
conclusion is that developing in silico these last type of sensors is the
next step in artificial electric senses.

Discussion
Electroreception in aquatic animals
Electroreception has its main expression in two main groups
of weakly electric fish that have convergently evolved the ability
to emit and sense electric fields, gymnotiforms from America and
mormyriforms from Africa.10 In electric fish both passive and active
electroreception can be considered as a part of a haptic sense that also
includes lateral line mechanosensory and proprioceptive modalities.11
The rules of electric image formation have been extensively
investigated.12–23 In active electroreception objects are polarized by
the self-emitted field and behave as if they were emitting an objectemitted signals (as the moon appears as a light-emitter body during
the night). As the self-generated electric field attenuates with a power
function of distance,16,21,24,25 these object-emitted signals also decay
with a power function of distance. Because of the concatenated effects
of distance on the self-emitted and object-emitted fields, the perceived
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signal vanish when the object is placed just a few centimeters parallel
to the fish’s skin.25,26 In addition one must consider that objects have in
general complex shapes and complex impedances. While a sphere of
homogeneous conductivity illuminated by a static field can be seen as
a emitting dipole, an object of complex shape can be likened as a set
of dipoles including large ones depending on the volume and global
impedance and small ones depending on the presence of surface
irregularities. Therefore, like in touch, the set small and localized
fields generated by the polarization of local edges, characteristic of
rugous surfaces, can be likened as electric texture.23 Measurements
of the local electric field confirmed these theoretical predictions
and suggested that two cues may be used by active electroreceptive
animals for object recognition: global effects (informing on object’s
dimension along the field lines, conductance, and position) and local
effects (informing on object’s surface).23
As in other haptic senses (i.e. touch or taste) three kinds of selfgenerated influences are used to pinpoint the details of explored
objects. In addition to the already mentioned generation of the electric
carrier, electric fish has two other ways of controlling the received
signals:27 a) controlling the relative position of the sensors with respect
to the explored object and b) controlling pre-receptor mechanisms in
order to optimize the signal reception. These two last points result
from the fact that the fish’s body is itself a guide of field lines due to its
conductance higher than water.12,22 Active movements of the fish may
be used to orient field lines towards an explored object and to approach
the skin to the object for “electric texture” analysis.23 Therefore, as
mammals evaluate hardness using touch, actively electrosensing fish
evaluate global aspects of objects (a variable including impedance
and size).23 On the other hand “electric texture” is evaluated when
object surface is located at a very short distances from the skin using
dense electroreceptive mosaics present in the perioral region of the
fish.28 These regions have been likened as electrosensory foveae.29–31
Importantly fish move their tails and bend their body changing the
shape of the conductive path and also adapting their electroreceptive
mosaic to the object that they explore. As occurs in touch when a
hand grabs an object in such cases electroreception acts as part of a
servo system and the shape of the object is encoded in proprioceptive
signals that inform the brain about body shape.
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In the case of active electroreception, several experimental and
theoretical studies in electric fish indicate that the change in waveform
caused by the polarization of capacitive objects14,32–34 and differential
changes in the rotational8,22 of fields differing in time waveforms and
originated in different regions of the body may provide clues for
discriminating object impedance, shape and location. The change in
signal waveform by the presence of capacitive objects results from
a transient charge of the objects, while the presence of multiple
sources generating different waveforms at different distances from
the object as occurs in pulse gymnotiformes might yield position
dependent changes in signal waveform. In agreement with these
observations, recent modeling and technical constructs have shown
that capacitive sensing performs better than resistive sensing. In fact,
for detecting non-conductive objects the advantage is almost an order
of magnitude, while for detecting conductive objects there is a fourfold increase in performance.35 Thus, design and implementation of
waveform sensing artificial electroreceptors is at the front edge in
artificial electroreception research.
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the fish’s body.46–48 Linearity suggests that whole object polarization
is the sum of object polarization by such self-generated components
having each a characteristic waveform. This site-dependent
polarization linear effect is enhanced by the secondary polarization
induced by the polarization fields coming from rest of the scene.17,19,22
Thus, as polarization depends on source distance waveform encodes
object position.22 Five, it has been recently shown that by probing
capacitive objects at multiple frequencies, a quantitative framework
enables decoding basic attributes of an object’s composition and
internal structure.8,35

Artificial electric sensors

There are two main types of electroreceptors in nature:
ampullary receptors associated with passive electroreception and
tuberous electroreceptors associated with active electroreception
and intraspecific communication. In general, receptor’s structure
consists of an epithelial capsule having a flask shape with a bulb
expansion at the bottom in which either a single (gymnotiforms)36 or
two (mormyriforms)37 sensory chambers where signal transduction
is performed by sensory cells and encoding results from the spiking
response of the nerve fiber that they innervate.38 In both cases the
output of natural electroreceptors are temporal series of identical nerve
action potentials. The events are all or none stereotyped responses that
are conducted up to the central nervous system by peripheral nerves.
Thus, electric fish use one of the most robust methods (pulse interval
modulation) to encode electrosensory signals.39

The mathematical models of active electroreception have made
significant contributions to evaluate the location and shape of an object
from its physical image. The results of these mathematical models have
been used to develop underwater probes and sensors able to navigate
guided by this electric sense49,50 and finding and recognizing simple
objects.35,51,52 Through a dipolar approximation8 have been developed
a localization algorithm and an object’s shape recognition process
which depend on the contribution of multi-frequency measurements53
and the movements of the source. In these models, a first-order
polarization tensor describes the dependence of the equivalent dipole
to the shape and complex impedance of the object.54 If this tensor
is frequency-dependent and multi-frequency data are available, it
is possible to extract much more information about the object than
using simple amplitude data. It has been demonstrated that the multifrequency nature of the measurements in the electric field associated
to the electric organ discharge are sufficient to localize an object with
precision.8 However, even all the information about the object shape
is contained in the polarization tensor once the object is located by
a multi-frequency analysis, it is not possible to determine it from a
single measure of the transcutaneous field. Probably, the fish solve this
problem actively swimming around the prey and extracting measures
since the successive fish’s positions55 and therefore multisensor arrays
should be the most efficient for artificial and natural electric senses.

While in the case of ampullary output nerve fibers are
spontaneously spiking in the absence of a stimulus and the spike
frequency extremely sensitive to low frequency electric fields (i.e.
pulse frequency modulation), tuberous electroreceptors are silent in
the absence of stimuli and respond with a strong burst (i.e. pulse burst
coding).38 Tuberous electroreceptors show specific responses tuned to
the best frequency in the power spectral density of the self-generated
stimulus,40,41 and also to different time courses even when the
power spectral density of the stimulus remains constant.34,42 Tuning
is important for several reasons. First, because it allows increasing
the ratio between self and non-self-generated carrier electric fields
and among these last fields between conspecifics and other sources.
Second, changes in the amplitude or phase spectra may inform about
the presence of complex impedance introduced by capacitive elements
of the object.34,43 The presence of more than one type of electroreceptor
with different tuning opens the possibility to perceive more than one
dimension in the electric image as it occurs, for example, in color
vision or tone audition (electric color,14,32,44). Third, in nature, receptor
tuning to species-specific electric organ discharges allows the fish to
detect potential mates. Males and females have seasonally modulated
electric organ discharges in such a way that the sharp frequency
tuning of electroreceptors parallels the changes induced by sexual
hormones,45 Four, pulse gymnotiformes emit pulses resulting from the
summated activity of different sources located at different places along

Moreover, the electric measurement of tissue impedance for
medical uses (electrical impedance tomography) is known since
1978 (for a review on principles and applications see56). It has some
advantages and disadvantages over conventional X-ray tomography.
It is cheaper and safer since it does not require any kind of ionizing
radiation. Stimulus strength are below the threshold at which they
would cause significant stimulation of excitable tissues as heart,
muscles, or nerves and thermal effects are small and diffused over the
body. Stimulus frequency is sufficiently high not to cause electrolytic
effects in the body. The feasibility of this technique for lung imaging
was first shown by Cheney et al.57 who develop an algorithm for
solving the inverse conductivity problem at the thoracic level. This
technique may provide information in order to supply lung protective
ventilation to patients during critical illness or anesthesia. This qualify
electro-impedance tomography to be continuously used at the bedside
in intensive care unit for monitoring ventilatory activity. Although
electro-impedance tomography has much less spatial resolution to
explore anatomical lesions than conventional X-ray tomography, it
has several promising advantages for exploring functional aspects.
Because of its large temporal resolution it could combine ventilatory
and hemodynamic recordings58 and its further development might
allow simultaneous visualization of both regional blood flow and
ventilation, enabling the evaluation of local mismatches between lung
ventilation and perfusion. Finally, several non-medical uses of electro

The importance of waveform tuning in natural
electroreceptors
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impedance measurements has been proposed. The same principles
already described can be applied to explore geological structures.
While other medical uses have been proposed, including
differential diagnosis of tumours, perhaps the newest innovation is
its use in vascular diagnosis.9 This idea combines the ability of active
electroreception to evaluate surface texture with the possibility to
detect capacitive elements as plates of atheroma due to the deposit of
cholesterol. In this case, the authors tested two models: the first with
one ring electrode which can obtain dynamic one-dimension electric
images and the second with 16 (4x4) ring electrodes which can obtain
dynamic and static electric images. They used pulsatile stimuli either
biomimetic (with a waveform similar to the electric organ discharge
of an electric fish) or non-mimetic (using a spectrum with a peak
power frequency of 10KHz). They evaluated both the change in peak
to peak amplitude of the signal and the change in the time course
of the stimulus waveform. Synthetic plaques were detected and
localized using both types of stimuli but the non-biomimetic stimulus
was the most efficient when it was used to explore a natural arteria
and artificial plaque suggesting that high frequencies are better for
exploring arteries. Change in waveform yielded the most informative
signal.
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concentration increase due to calcium channel opening links the
opening probability of neighbor calcium and potassium channels
causing membrane resonance and therefore changes in electroreceptor
responsiveness to different waveform.63

They concluded that for single electrode images the strongest
correlating parameter is the relative core area and it is possible to
assess the position and the angle of a synthetic plaque within the
artery wall through the peak modulations of static and dynamic
amplitude and the waveform images. Finally, due to the short range
and precision active artificial electroreception can have industrial uses
for evaluating changes in electric texture due to the effects of rust
and corrosion in the inner surfaces of drainage, water, and oil pipes
and also external tubular devices as the legs of oil platforms anchored
directly onto the seabed where sunlight has very poor access.

Models for waveform detection and their potential
implementation
The mechanisms of waveform tuning of natural electroreceptors
are not well understood. Nonetheless, the asymmetry between
the impedance of the plug and the wall capsula and the dynamic
properties of sensory cells appear to be the main factors in waveform
detection. Resonance of sensory cells has been involved in such
tuning. Electroreceptor modeling has been made first by Bennett59
on the basis on his observation of damped oscillation in response to
electric stimuli. This qualitative model has been further developed
to explain how Mormyriforms and Gymnotiforms specifically detect
capacitance-induced changes in EOD waveform.
In mormyriformes receptors consist of two sensory chambers
connected through a small opening (Figure 1A). In the outer chamber,
sensory cells are pure amplitude coders.32,60,61 In the inner chamber
sensory cells respond not only to signal amplitude but they are also
extremely sensitive to EOD waveform distortions,42,60,61 firing with
shorter latency and an increased number of spikes per burst, even
if the EOD amplitude has been kept constant. The core of Shuai et
al.62 model are the differences in the dynamic of the sensory cell
membranes at the inner and outer receptor chambers. They postulate
that sensory cells in the outer chamber have a simple resistivecapacitive membrane equivalent circuit, while in the sensory cells
of the inner chamber the stimulus evokes a calcium-mediated
depolarizing potential which counterbalanced after a short delay by
the opening of calcium-activated potassium channels. The calcium

Figure 1 Computational model of an electroreceptor. (A) A micrograph of a
tuberous electroreceptor showing input (EOD: electric organ discharge) and
output signals. (B) Four modules connected in series constitute the artificial
electroreceptor: a) pre-receptor structures (pore and capsule) connecting
the lumen of the organ with water are modeled as a low pass filter whose
cut off frequency depend on the organ’s diameter; b) a group of receptor
cells transduces the electrical stimulus and is modeled as a second order
differential equation yielding a band pass filtered ringing response; c) a synaptic
module rectifying receptor response; and d) a leaky-integrate-and-fire model
corresponds to a neural encoding module, modelating the peripheral tree
of terminals of a single nerve fiber synaptically in contact with the group of
transducer cells.

Cilleruelo and Caputi’s extended Bennett’s model for
gymnotiformes (Figure 1B,64) suggested an electronic implementation
using discrete elements.65 This test of function suggested that the
same algorithms and structure can be implemented using integrated
nanotechnologies. This artificial electroreceptor prototype consisted
of four modules connected in series. The first module accounted for
pre-receptor structures including the capsule and the pore connecting
the lumen of the organ with water. This was modeled as a low pass
filter having a cut off frequency depending on the parameters that
determine τ (the diameter of the organ and the podre and the material
and thickness of the capsula).
dVin / dt + Vin / τ =
Vout / τ
The second module accounted for transductor cells in which each
is considered as a second order linear system. Taking into account that
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many receptor cells converge on the afferent nerve the input on the
nerve results from integrating the contribution of individual receptor
cells.
d 2Vr / dt 2 + 2 ⋅ ζ ⋅ ω 0 ⋅ (1 + κ i

)

dVr / dt + (ω 0 ⋅ (1 + κ i )) 2 ⋅ Vr =
dVin / dt

While the low pass module introduces an attenuation of high
frequencies, the resonant module has a transfer function described
as a tent-shaped Bode plot whose peak is mainly dependent on the
resonance frequency and whose slopes in the neighborhood of the
peak depend on the attenuation factor. The output of receptor cells are
then rectified by a synaptic-like module similar to an electronic diode
and transformed in a burst of discrete events using a leaky integratefire-and-reset circuit.66 This model is able to reproduce experimental
performance of electroreceptors observed experimentally34,40,41,59 and
can be easily implemented electronically.

Conclusion
Electric images sensed by electrosensory mosaics may provide
information of material, shape and location of nearby objects,
particularly in the case of active senses. The above discussion have
shown the importance of selective sensing the carrier waveform
by tuned electroreceptor, the potential use in artificial devices and
the potential implementation of such sensors in silico. In addition,
texture evaluation requires receptive mosaics having a dense array
of waveform sensors. As the shape of artificial agents may be selfdeformed to polarize and observe the target objects from different
points of view, flexibility in the design of sensory mosaics is required.
We conclude that the next challenge in artificial electroreception is
to build flexible electroreceptive sensory mosaics composed of dense
arrays of waveform sensitive elements at the nanoscale level.
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